MEET THE A.C.E. CHARACTERS

PACESUCCESS.NET
Within the A.C.E. curriculum Biblical principles, Godly character traits, character strips, and activities help students learn to interact productively in society. These things focus attention on responsibility, character, and self-discipline. From the character strips, Biblical principles of life are built into the lives of the students, who relate to the various characters and want to emulate their good character qualities. The stories illustrate the Biblical principles emphasized in the PACEs.

The cast of characters is constant, but they grow in age and ability as students progress through the PACEs. Students identify with the A.C.E. characters, learn from the examples they set, and internalize the Godly character traits. This unique feature enhances traditional family values, moral principles, and adds a more personal, human touch.

As the story unfolds PACE by PACE, students become familiar with and learn to love the characters as they come to life through the everyday experiences illustrated in the character strips. The high school English PACES include Wisdom Pac inserts and writing assignments that allow students to learn how to apply Bible principles to real life situations while reading how the ACE characters respond.

**Three communities are depicted:**

**Highland**
- Ace Virtueson
- Christi Lovejoy
- Hapford Humblen
- Pudge Meekway
- Racer Loyalton
- Reginald Upright
- Sandy McMercy
- Victor Manley

**Harmony**
- Booker Thriftmore
- J. Michael Kindhart
- Miriam Peace

**Heartsville**
- Ajani Heartfelt
- Miguel Graceson
- Nita Faithful
- Tian Le Joysong
Levels 1–3
Tian Le Joysong

Levels 4–6
J. Michael Kindhart

Levels 7–9
Christi Lovejoy

Levels 10–12
Racer Loyalton

Victor Manley
Visit aceministries.com to learn more about Accelerated Christian Education curriculum

Visit PACESuccess.net for resources to support students who are using the PACES for their education.